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Summary 
A 3D surface mesh generation scheme is suggested for the triangulation of general bi-variate 

surfaces. The target surface to be meshed is represented as a union of bi-variate sub-surfaces and 

hence a wide range of surfaces can be modelled. Different useful features such as repeated 

curves, crack lines and surface branches are included in the geometrical and topological models 

to increase the flexibility of the mesh generation scheme. The surface metric tensor specification 

is employed to define and control the element characteristics in the mesh generation procedure. A 

robust metric triangulation kernel is used for parametric space mesh generation. The shape 

qualities of the sub-surface meshes generated are then improved by using some ad hoc mesh 

quality enhancement schemes before they are combined together to form the final mesh. 

Numerical examples indicate that high quality surface meshes with rapid varying element size 

and stretching characteristics can be generated within a reasonable time limit in a few mesh 

adaptive iterations. 
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1. Introduction 
An adequate discretization of a surface is one of the most difficult and important prerequisites for 

3D mesh generation and finite element modelling of shell structures. An automatic mesh 

generator that can generate high quality, well-graded surface meshes with element size 

compatible with the user specification will be an indispensable tool for finite element modellers 

to carry out general shell and 3D finite element analyses. Under intensive research in recent 

years, many effective surface mesh generation procedures have been suggested [1-15]. Nearly all 

the mesh generation schemes suggested use one of the following two approaches: 

(1) Parametric mapping approach 

In this approach, the surface to be meshed is represented by a bi-variate mapping [1-4,7-

9,11,12,15] such that any point on the 3D surface is mapped to a parametric space. All the 

mesh generation procedures are carried out in the parametric space by a 2D mesh generator. 

The final 3D surface mesh is then obtained by re-mapping the mesh in the parametric space 

back to the 3D space. One advantage of this approach is that virtually any 2D mesh generator 

(advancing font, Delaunay, mapping etc.) can be used in the parametric space meshing step. 

However, in order to obtain a finite element mesh satisfying the user specification, especially 

for a seriously folded surface, it is necessary to carefully control the shape and size of the 

elements in the parametric space. In case that the element size and shape in the parametric 

space are not carefully controlled, highly distorted elements in the 3D space may be formed. 

(2) Direct 3D generation 

In direct generation methods, elements are formed directly on the 3D surfaces without 

referring to their parametric representations [5,10,13,14]. This approach is particularly useful 

when the parametric representations of the surface are not available. New nodes and elements 

are first generated on the tangential planes of the surfaces and then projected back onto the 

3D surfaces. The advantage of this method is that the shapes of the elements generated will 

not be largely affected by the parametric mapping. However, as a projection procedure is 

required to bring back the new nodes onto the target surfaces, the meshing algorithm is more 

complicated and computational intensive. 

The objective of this paper is to suggest a new generation procedure for the discretization of 

general 3D surfaces that may be seriously folded. As an extension to the previous work [9], the 

geometries of the surfaces to be meshed will be again described by general bi-variate mappings. 
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Furthermore, extensions have been made to embrace many additional geometrical features 

includes multi-connected domains, crack lines and branching of surfaces. A general secondary 

mapping approach [15] has also been implemented to duel with surfaces that contain singular 

point. The shape and the stretching characteristics of the elements will be controlled by the 

generalized metric specification approach [16-18]. A refined metric advancing font mesh 

generation scheme similar to the one developed recently by the author [19] will be used as the 

triangulation kernel in the parametric spaces. As a result, provide that the topological and 

geometrical models of the surfaces are correctly defined, the generator will able to generate 

meshes satisfying the user defined gradation and directional stretching effects for a wide range of 

surfaces. 

In the next section, a brief review of all the essential elements related to the metric specification 

and mesh quality measurements will be given. It will then be followed by the descriptions of the 

topological and geometrical models used in this study. A concise summary of the surface mesh 

generation scheme and the ad hoc mesh quality enhancement steps used will be given. Finally, 

several mesh generation examples will be provided to demonstrate the performance, robustness 

and effectiveness of the new mesh generation scheme. 

 

2. The metric specification and element quality measures 
In this section, a brief summary of the metric specification and the element shape quality 

measures that will be used in the surface mesh generation scheme is given. Details of the 

generalized metric approach can be found in references [16] and [17]. 

(1) The 3D metric tensor 

In the 3D space, ℜ3, the metric tensor that defines the user specification of element size 

characteristics can be written as a 3×3 matrix, M3D, of the form 
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such that Det(M3D) > 0. In Eqn. 1, (ei,λi), i=1,2,3 are the eigenpairs of M3D such that ei⋅ej=δij 

and 0>
)(h

1= 2
i

iλ  where hi is the principal element size in the ei direction. The eigenpair, 
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(ei,λi), will determinate the stretching ratio and direction of the mesh. By using the metric 

tensor the distance between two points P1 and P2, ),( 213D PPM~l , is defined as  

 ∫
1

0
21213D21213D dtt),,(t)),,((t),,(=),( PPQPPQMPPQPPM~ Tl  (2a) 

where 

 Q P P P P P( , , t) = + t( - )   0 t 11 2 1 2 1 ≤ ≤  (2b) 

Thus, the length of an elementary vector, dξ, in the normalized space can be expressed as 

 dxMdxdd~
3D

2 = TT ξξ=l  (3) 

where dx is the elementary vector defined in ℜ3. 

(2) The surface metric tensor 

In surface mesh generation, the geometry of the surface is defined by a bi-variate mapping of 

the form 

 (x,y, z) = (u,v)T r  (4) 

Hence, the relationship between dx and du, the elementary vector in the parametric space, is 

given by 
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By combing Eqn. 3 with Eqn. 5, the relationship between dξ and dx can be written as 

 ( ) ( ) duMdudurrMrrdudxMdxdd~
vuvu sur3D3D

2 ,,,,= TTTTT === ξξl  (6) 

 Thus, the 2×2 matrix, Msur, defined as 

 ( ) ( )M r r M r ru v u vsur 3D= , , , ,T  (7) 
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is the metric tensor which combines the effects of the user specification and the surface 

mapping. 

(2) Element shape and quality measures 

With the surface metric tensor and length scale measurement defined by Eqns. 6 and 7, the 

shape quality for a triangle P1P2P3 is computed as [19] 

 ~ $ $ $α α α α= min( ( ), ( ), ( ))1 2 3P P P  (8a) 

where  

 $ ~ ~ ~α( ) =
2 3 Det( ) Det([ - , - ])

( , ) + ( , ) ( , )i
i 2 1 3 1

i 1 2
2

i 2 3
2

i 1 3
2P

M P P P P
M P P M P P M P P

⋅ ⋅
+l l l

 (8b) 

In Eqn. 8b, Mi is the surface metric at Pi while Det(M) is the determinant of M. Note that the 

shape quality α~  given in Eqn. 8 will only depend on the shape distortion of the triangle (with 

respect to the metric tensor) but not the edge length deviation. An equilateral triangle of any 

size will attain a maximum value of α~ =1. In view of this, in the element formation step 

during mesh generation, a combined shape and size parameter, ~µ , will be used to assess the 

overall quality of the element.  

 ( )3
1

321= δδδαµ ~~  (9a) 

In Eqn. 9a, δi is the length deviation of the ith edge from unity and is defined as 

 ) 1,min(=
i

ii l
l ~
~

δ  (9b) 

where il
~ is the length of the ith edge of the element. ~µ  will account for both the shape 

distortion and edge length deviation of the element. For example, the ~µ  value for an 

equilateral triangle with edge length equal to 2.0 with respect to the metric tensor will equal 

to 0.5. 
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3. Geometrical and topological descriptions of the surfaces 
Geometrical model 

An unambiguous geometrical definition of the domain to be treated is a prerequisite for the 

generation of a valid surface mesh. In this study, it is assumed that the surface to be meshed will 

possess the following geometrical properties. 

(1) The problem domain to be meshed can always be presented as a union of sub-surfaces with 

finite surface areas. 

(2) All the sub-surfaces to be meshed are solely defined by 

(i) The support surfaces on which they are rested on. 

In here, it is assumed that a support surface is defined by parametric mapping of the 

form 

 )v)((u,=z)y,(x, TT r  (10) 

 where (u, v) are the parametric coordinates of the mapping. The domain of the support 

surface in the parametric space is an unit square [0,1]×[0,1] (Fig. 1). It is also required 

that the outward normal, n̂ , of the support surface is continuous and can be conveniently 

computed at almost any point in the parametric space. 

(ii) The trimming curves that enclose the domains to be meshed in the parametric spaces of 

the support surfaces. 

These trimming curves will satisfy the following conditions: 

(a) They are continuous, not self-intersecting and should not intersect with other curves. 

(b) All exterior trimming curves are arranged in an anti-clockwise manner while all 

interior curves are ordered in clockwise direction. Thus, the domain to be gripped is 

always lying on the left-hand-side of the trimming curves (Fig. 2). Furthermore, the 

u-v coordinates of the trimming curves can again be expressed in parametric form as 

 (u,v)T=g(t)   and   t∈[0,1] (11) 

(3) Two sub-surfaces are either (i) not connecting or (ii) connecting along part of their 

boundaries or (iii) sharing a common corner point. 

(4) The outward normal vectors of two sub-surfaces may or may not be continuous along their 

common boundaries. 
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(5) The topology and connectivity of the sub-surfaces and their trimming curves are well 

defined. 

Obviously, when constructing the geometrical model for the problem domain, there exist many 

alternatives to describe the support surfaces (Eqn. 10) and the sub-surface trimming curves (Eqn. 

11). In fact, any bi-variate surface that has continuous normal vector can be used to define the 

support surfaces. Similarly, any parametric curve that satisfies conditions (a) and (b) can also be 

used to define the trimming curves in the parametric space. In this study, non-uniform rational B-

spline (NURBS) surfaces are used as the geometrical tool for the definition of the support 

surfaces while all the trimming curves will be modelled by NURBS curves. The NURBS curves 

and surfaces are selected here because such a combination is highly flexible and can be applied to 

model most commonly encountered geometrical features in finite element analysis [20-22]. 

 

Degenerated line 

In the present geometrical model, a trimming curve is a degenerated curve when the whole curve 

is mapped to only one point in the 3D space (Fig. 3). In such a situation, the outward normal will 

either be undefined (e.g. at the pole of a sphere) or not uniquely defined (e.g. the vertex of a 

cone). The metric tensor Msur in Eqn. 7 will become singular along the degenerated line and this 

will cause difficulties during boundary segment generation. Therefore, whenever a degenerated 

line is present in the support surface, a secondary mapping will be employed to further transform 

the domain of the support surface from a unit square to an isosceles triangle (Fig. 4). From Fig. 4, 

the relationship between (u,v)T and the secondary mapping coordinates T)v,u( ′′  can be written as 

 v   v,
)v-2(1
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′
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=  (12) 

In order to reflect the effect of the secondary mapping, the surface metric tensor defined in Eqn. 7 

have to be modified. From Eqn. 5, the relationship between the elementary vectors in the u-v 

space and the u'-v' space is given by 
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Hence, Eqn. 6 becomes 
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and the modified surface metric tensor, surM′ , is given by 
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It can be seen from Eqn. 14 that the modified metric tensor will still be undefined at the singular 

point (0.5,1.0). However, this will not cause any problem during mesh generation. It is because 

whenever the surface metric tensor at the singular point is required, its value can be replaced by 

the corresponding value at a point close to it. Details of this procedure can be found in the 

Appendix. 

 

Crack line and Surface Branch 

In the current geometrical model, a crack line can be defined by using two (or more) straight 

trimming curves enclosing a region with zero area. If the crack line is an external crack (Fig. 5a), 

the trimming curves will be arranged in anti-clockwise direction. While for an internal crack line 

(Fig. 5b), the corresponding trimming curves will be arranged in a clockwise manner. In both 

cases, trimming curves at the opposite sides of the crack are coincident (occupy the same position 

in both parametric and 3D spaces) but they will not be considered as repeated lines during 

boundary segment generation. They will be treated as separated lines and nodes will be generated 

independently. Special treatment is thus required to adjust the positions of nodes lying on these 

curves before the parametric mesh generation procedure is started. 

Another important geometrical feature that required serious consideration is surface branch (Fig 

6). In this case, depends on the topology of the surfaces involved, the geometrical model will 

involve two or more coincident curves (Fig. 6). For a surface branch, the coincident curves 

involved will be considered as repeated curves in the 3D space. Nodes will first be generated on 

the curve with the lowest edge number and then copied to others curves according to their 

orientations (direction in which the parametric coordinates of the nodes with respect to the curve 
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are increasing). For example, in Fig. 6, nodes will be first generated on curve 6 and then copied 

to curves 7 and 10. When both the original curve and the target curve are located on the same 

support surface (e.g. curves 6 and 10 in Fig. 6), the parametric coordinates of the nodes with 

respect to the target curve can be easily found. However, if the target curve is located on a 

different support surface (e.g. curves 6 and 7), an iterative solution scheme will be employed to 

determine the parametric positions of the nodes in the target curve.  

 

Topological model 

In order to generate a valid surface mesh, an unambiguous topological model that clearly defines 

the connectivity of all the sub-surfaces and their trimming curves is required. Such topological 

model is essential during both boundary segment generation and sub-surface mesh generation. In 

order to determine the topological relationships among different sub-surfaces and their boundary 

curves, the following information is needed: 

(1) A list of trimming curves for each sub-surface 

As mentioned in the last section, all external trimming curves will be arranged in anti-

clockwise direction while all internal trimming curves will be arranged in clockwise 

direction. Note that trimming curves in the parametric spaces and the boundary curves in the 

3D space are one-to-one correspondence (Fig. 3). 

(2) The connectivity information among all trimming curves. 

In order to ensure the compatibility of nodal positions along the common boundary curves 

between two (or more) sub-surfaces, the connectivity information among all trimming curves 

and their orientations must be defined. Such information will be used in the boundary 

segment generation step to determine whether new nodes are required to generate along a 

particular curve or their positions should be retrieved from a coincident curve. 

 

4. The mesh generation procedure 
The finite element mesh will be generated in a bottom up (point-curve-surface) sequence based 

on the hierarchical generation principle. Three generation stages, namely, (1) control point 

formation, (2) boundary segment generation and (3) sub-surface mesh generation, can be 

identified. In order to ensure the compatibility of meshes among different sub-surfaces, nodes and 

elements generated in any one stage will not be modified in subsequent stages. 
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Control point formation 

Control points are the endpoints of the trimming curves enclosing the sub-surfaces. They are the 

only set of nodes with positions and numbering (in both the parametric and the 3D spaces) that 

are invariant with respect to the target mesh density. Control points in the parametric spaces are 

not one-to-one correspondence to the control points in the 3D space. In general, depends on the 

topology of the surface patch, the number of control points in the parametric spaces will be equal 

to or greater than the number of control points in the 3D space (Fig. 7). One control point in the 

3D space can associate with several points in the parametric spaces if it is a common point of two 

sub-surfaces. In addition, a control point can associate with a singular point in one sub-surface 

while it is the endpoint of a normal trimming curve in another sub-surface (e.g. node 4 in Fig. 7). 

The numbering of control points will always be smaller than the numbering of all other nodes 

that are generated in subsequent mesh generation stages. 

 

Boundary segment generation 

After all control points are established, new boundary segments will be generated along the 

trimming curves of all sub-surfaces. It should be noted that according to the connectivity of the 

surface patch, a trimming curve can always be classified into one of the following three 

categories (Fig. 8): 

(1) Simple curves that do not coincide with any other curves. 

(2) Repeated curves that only coincide with other trimming curves which are lying on the same 

sub-surface. 

(3) Repeated curves that coincide with other trimming curves which are lying on the same or on a 

different sub-surface. 

When discretizing a simple curve (category 1), the parametric values of the new nodes will be 

determined by considering the surface metric tensor (Eqn. 7) along that curve. For repeated 

curves (categories 2 and 3), the coincident curve with the lowest curve number will be discretized 

first. The parametric values of the nodes lying all other coincident curves will then be deduced 

from that curve. A trimming curve is a free curve if the parametric values of the nodes on it are to 

be determined by using the surface metric tensor. Otherwise, the curve is a dependent curve. 

Obviously, all simple curves and repeated curves with the lowest curve number among their 
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coincident neighbors are free curves. With these definitions, the boundary segment generation 

procedure can be summarized by the pseudo-coding shown in Box 1. 

 
(1) Examine the topological information of all trimming curves and classify them according to their 

connectivity. 
(2) LOOP over all the trimming curves 

(a) Determine all the free curves and dependent curves. 
END LOOP 

(3) LOOP over all the trimming curves 
Let C be the current curve under consideration and S be the support surface on which it is lying. 

IF C is a free curve THEN 
(b) Discretize C (in the parametric space of S) by considering the surface metric tensor along 

the curve. Compute the corresponding 3D coordinates of the all boundary nodes 
generated. 

ELSE 
(c) Identify the all the curves that have already been discretized and coincide with C. Collect 

all these curves to a set denoted as C. 
(d) Divide C into two subsets Csame and Cdiff such that Csame contains all the curves in C that 

are lying on S and Cdiff= C \Csame. 
IF Csame≠∅ THEN 

(e) Select the curve in Csame with the lowest curve number as the reference curve Cref. 
Use the parametric coordinates of nodes on Cref to determine the corresponding 
coordinates of nodes on C. 

ELSE 
(f) Select the curve in Cdiff with the lowest curve number as the reference curve Cref. Use 

the parametric coordinates of nodes on the old discretization of C to determine the 
corresponding coordinates of nodes on C. 

ENDIF 
ENDIF 

END-LOOP 
 

Box 1. Boundary segment generation 
 
In step (b), boundary segments will be generated according to the metric tensor specification by 

the scheme described in reference [19]. The total length of the curve (in the normalized space) 

will first be determined. Segments with length as close to unity as possible will then be formed. 

The corresponding parametric values of the new nodes with respect to the boundary curves are 

interpolated from the old boundary segments. Finally, the 3D coordinates of the nodes are 

computed by using Eqn. 11 and then Eqn. 10. 

In step (e), when Cref and C are from the same sub-surface, the orientation of Cref will be opposite 

to C (Fig. 8). Suppose that tref is the coordinate of a given node on Cref, the corresponding 
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parametric value, t, of the same node on C can be obtained by the reversibility property of the 

boundary curve and is given by  

 t = 1.0-tref (15) 

In step (f), when the reference and dependent curves are from different support surfaces, the 

corresponding parametric coordinates of the nodes on C can no longer be expressed explicitly in 

the simple form shown in Eqn. 15. Now assume that the definitions of the curves Cref and C and 

their corresponding support surfaces are given by (c.f. Eqns. 4 and 11) 

For Cref )v)((u,z)y,(x,   and   )(tv)(u, refrefref
TTT rg ==  (16a) 

For C )v)((u,z)y,(x,   and   (t)v)(u, TTT rg ==  (16b) 

Then in order to compute the parametric coordinates of the nodes on C, it is required to solve the 

following nonlinear equation 

 [0,1]   t))(t(  (t))( refrefref ∈= grgr  (17) 

In general, the solution of Eqn. 17 can only be obtained numerically by a nonlinear equation 

solver using an iterative solution procedure. Obviously, a good initial guess close to the exact 

solution will able to ensure the convergence of the solution procedure and reduces the number of 

iterations needed. In practice, such a guess can be obtained from the background discretization of 

the dependent curve C. Let the total number of segments of Cref (and hence of C) is equal m. 

Suppose that it is now required to determine the parametric coordinate, ti, of a node Ni on C and 

L(Ni) is the total length (in the 3D space) of all the segments from the initial node, N0, up to Ni 

(Fig. 9) (L(Ni) can be easily computed from the discretization of Cref.). Then an initial guess for ti 

can be found by considering the background discretization of C from the previous mesh by the 

following procedure. 

(1) Locate the jth segment in the background discretization of C (Fig. 9) such that the two 

endpoints of it, 1j-N′  and jN′  satisfy the condition 

 )NL()L(N)NL( ji1-j ′≤≤′  (18) 

(2) Retrieve the parametric coordinates of 1j-N′  and jN′  with respect to C in the background 

discretization and denoted them as 1-jt′  and jt′  respectively. 
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(3) Compute the initial guess, tguess, for ti by linear interpolation 

 
)NL(-)NL(
)NL(-)L(N

   and    tt)-(1t
j1-j

1-ji
j1-jguess ′′

′
=ξ′ξ+′ξ=  (19) 

The above procedure can be used to obtain an initial guess for Ni, i=1,...,m-1. At the two ends of 

C, one will has the trivial cases that t0=0 and tm=1.0. After tguess is determined, it is then fed into a 

nonlinear equation solver as the initial guess for the solution of Eqn. 17. Eqn. 17 is considered to 

be solved if the solver can find a value of t satisfying the condition 

 ε≤ ))(t(-(t))( refrefref grgr  (20) 

In the current implementation where the position of a point is stored using the DOUBLE 

PRECISION data type in FORTRAN, a value of ε=1×10-8 is employed. 

It should be mentioned that as the definitions of the parametric curves and the support surfaces 

can assume any form, it is difficult to prove that the initial guess obtained from the above 

procedure can always lead to a converged solution. However, numerical experience indicates that 

when the background mesh is reasonably refined, the above solution scheme can usually find a 

solution satisfying Eqn. 17 within a few iterations. 

A final remark about Steps (e) and (f) in Box 1 is that after the parametric coordinates of nodes 

on C are determined, it is not necessary to re-compute their 3D positions since they are already 

established during the discretization of the reference curve Cref.  

 

After the boundary segment generation procedure is completed, two sets of boundary 

discretization data will be created. 

(1) 3D Boundary discretization 

This refers to the boundary discretization of the problem domain in the 3D space and will 

include the boundary segments information and boundary nodes coordinates in the 3D space. 

Note that in this data set, the coordinates of nodes on repeated curves (e.g. due to surface 

branches) will only be stored once. 

(2) Sub-surface boundary discretization 

This refers to the boundary discretization of all the sub-surfaces with respect to their 

parametric spaces and will include all sub-surfaces boundary segments information and 
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coordinates of their boundary nodes. In this data set, the coordinates of nodes on repeated 

curves with respect to different sub-surfaces will be stored separately. 

 

Support surface triangulation 

Once all the boundary curves are discretized, sub-surfaces will be triangulated one by one using 

the metric advancing triangulation scheme developed recently [19]. The triangulation procedure 

for a sub-surface will consist of the following steps: 

(1) Retrieval of boundary segments from the boundary discretization and initialization of the 

generation front. 

(2) If the sub-surface contains crack lines or surface branches, adjust the positions of the nodes 

lying on all the coincident curves of the initial generation front. 

(3) Generate the mesh in the parametric space of based on the surface metric tensor 

specification. 

(4) Enhance the quality of the output mesh. 

(5) Combine the sub-surface mesh with the global mesh. 

 

These five steps are considered in detail below. 

 

Initialization of the generation front 

The boundary segments enclosing a given sub-surface can be retrieved by considering the 

topological information of the sub-surface and its boundary discretization information. The 

trimming curves for the sub-surface to be meshed will be identified. Boundary segments and 

nodes on these curves will be used as the initial generation front for the parametric mesh 

generation procedure. External and internal segments will be arranged in anti-clockwise and 

clockwise directions respectively. Nodes lying on coincident curves of the sub-surface will be 

labelled separately. 

 

Modification of initial generation front 

If coincident curves (either due to crack lines or surface branches) are present in a sub-surface, 

the positions of the nodes on these curves will be adjusted. This is to ensure that during 

subsequent mesh generation steps, the mesh generator will able to distinguish two overlapping 
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boundary segments (Fig. 10a). The positions of all the nodes lying on these curves will be 

slightly perturbed according to the following scheme. 

 

Let A be a node lying on a repeated curve and A' be the corresponding node lying on the opposite 

side of the curve (Fig. 10b). Furthermore, assume that nodes B and C are the two neighboring 

nodes connected to A by the segments ISEG1 and ISEG2 respectively. From the positions of 

nodes A, B and C, two unit vectors 1n̂  and 2n̂  which are normal to ISEG1 and ISEG2 

respectively will be established. The perturbation direction of A, n̂ , is then taken as the direction 

of the vector 21 n̂n̂ + . That is, 

 
21

21

n̂n̂
n̂n̂n̂

+
+

=  (21a) 

While the new position of A, denoted as Anew will be computed as 

 n̂AA φ+=new  (21b) 

The perturbation factor φ in Eqn. 21b is given by 

 
),min( 21 n̂n̂n̂n̂ ⋅⋅

ε
=φ  (22b) 

where ε is a small constant and a value of ε=1×10-8 is employed. Note that by selecting φ 

according to Eqn. 22b, it will ensure that the shortest distances between Anew and the segments 

ISEG1 and ISEG2 is greater than or equal to ε. Note that from Eqn. 21a, the perturbation 

procedure will fail if  

 021 =+ n̂n̂  (23) 

This condition will only occur when node A is the common endpoint of two coincident segments 

(Fig. 10c). In such a case, the position of node A will not be (and need not to be) perturbed. 

Similarly, the node A' at the other side of the curve will also be perturbed in a similar manner. 

After the above perturbation procedure all the coincident curves will be separated and the mesh 

generator will be able to distinguish all the boundary segments in the problem domain. 
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Parametric space mesh generation 

The metric advancing front mesh generated developed earlier [19] is employed for the mesh 

generation in the parametric space. Element size and stretching characteristics will be controlled 

by the input surface metric tensor which is defined in the input parametric background mesh. The 

surface metric tensor will combine both the user node spacing specification with the effects of the 

parametric mapping. It is always aimed to generate unit equilateral triangles with respect to the 

normalized space. In the element formation step, the shortest front segment in the 3D space will 

be selected as the base segment. A new element will be formed by either creating a new interior 

node or by connecting the base segment with the best front node. New interior nodes will be 

established by an edge rotation scheme [19] so that the resulting elements will be as close to an 

equilateral as possible. Whether the interior node or the best front node is selected will depend on 

the µ~  quality (Eqn. 9) of the resulting element. After a new element is formed, the generation 

front will be updated and the generation process is terminated when no front segment is 

remained. Details of the element formation step can be found in reference [19] and will not be 

repeated here. 

 

Mesh quality enhancement 

After the mesh generation step is completed, the following mesh quality enhancement procedures 

will be employed to improve the shape and size qualities of the mesh. 

(1) Diagonal swapping 

In diagonal swapping, all diagonals shared by two triangles will be examined and swapping 

will be preformed if it can increase the α~  values of the resulting elements. 

(2) Edge length smoothing 

In edge length smoothing, the positions of a given node will be adjusted in such a way that 

the length of all the edges connected to it will be as close to unity as possible. This is done by 

progressively moving the node to the centroid (with respect to the metric tensor) of all the 

nodes connected to it [19]. 

(3) Element quality smoothing 

In element quality smoothing, the position of a given node will be adjusted by considering the 

α~  qualities of all the triangles surrounding it. An edge rotation procedure similar to the one 

used in the element formation step will be used to determine all the possible new positions of 
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the node [19]. The centroid of these positions will then be set as the new position of the node 

if the product of all α~  values of the surrounding elements is increased. 

Usually, a few cycles of diagonal swapping and smoothing procedures will be sufficient to 

produce a good quality mesh. 

 

Combine the sub-surface mesh with the global mesh 

After the mesh for a given sub-surface is generated and enhanced, it will be pasted back to the 

global mesh. The positions of the nodes generated in the 3D space will be computed. The old 

background mesh in the parametric space is then discarded and the newly generated parametric 

mesh will be set as the background mesh for the next refinement. The mesh generation procedure 

is finished when all the sub-surface meshes are defined. 

 

5. Surface mesh generation examples 
In this section, totally six mesh generation examples will be presented to demonstrate the 

performance of the surface mesh generation procedure developed. In all the examples, the 

element size distributions are directed by some fictitious metric tensors defined over the 3D 

space. The corresponding surface metric tensors are computed by using Eqns. 7 and 14. In order 

to imitate the situation during an adaptive analysis [23,24], the surface metric tensors used were 

defined implicitly over the nodes of the background meshes. In all the examples, very coarse 

initial meshes were used to start the mesh generation procedure. Both isotropic and anisotropic 

cases will be considered. Surfaces with different degrees of complexity (simply and multi-

connected, with one or more than one sub-surfaces) and features (degenerated lines, crack lines 

and surface branches) were used. However, details about the exact definitions of the surfaces and 

the metric tensors used will be omitted here since they are deemed lengthy and tedious but not 

very informative. It is more convenient to examine the performance of the mesh generation 

scheme by studying the final meshes produced. Table 1 summarizes all the essential 

characteristics of the surfaces and the metric tensors used in the examples. The initial meshes 

used are shown in Figs. 11a to 16a. In each example, four refinements were carried out to 

generate the final meshes shown in Fig. 11b to 16b. A summary of the characteristics for the final 

meshes is listed in Table 2. From Table 2, it can be concluded that the qualities of all the meshes 

generated are good. The geometrical mean α~  values of all the meshes are greater than or equal to 
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0.9 while the minimum values are greater than 0.35. For the grading of the final meshes, it can 

been seen that more than 95% of all the edges generated with lengths within the range [0.7,1.3]. 

Hence, it can be concluded that the current mesh generation scheme can adequately capture the 

variations of the input surface metric tensors. 

For the convergence rate of the mesh generation process, the convergence history for the 

Example 5 (Fig. 15) is shown in Fig. 17 which shows that both the edge length and element 

quality distributions of the meshes in fact converged to their final forms within two to three 

iterations. 

As for the speed of the present mesh generation procedure as concern, since all geometrical 

measurements are computed using the surface metric tensor and mappings are required to 

compute the 3D positions of the nodes formed, the surface mesh generator will incur a greater 

computational effort than the corresponding 2D metric mesh generator. However, as all the 

generation algorithms used are similar to those used in 2D mesh generation, the operation 

complexities of the current scheme are equal to that of a 2D advancing front mesh generator [9] 

and are equal to O(NE1.5) and O(NE) for the triangulation and the mesh quality enhancement 

steps respectively. It is found that when running on a low-end PC (266MHz Pentium II CPU and 

64MB RAM), the generator can generate 10000 elements (the background contains 5000 

elements) in about 80 seconds and thus it should be fast enough for most practical applications. 

 
Example No. of sub-

surfaces 
Metric 
tensor

Singular 
point

Internal 
opening

Crack 
line

Surface Branch/ 
Repeated line

1 (Fig.11) 1 isotropic No Yes No No
2 (Fig. 12) 1 anisotropic Yes Yes Yes No
3 (Fig. 13) 4 isotropic Yes Yes No No
4 (Fig. 14) 6 isotropic Yes No No Yes
5 (Fig. 15) 3 anisotropic No Yes No Yes
6 (Fig. 16) 10 isotropic No Yes No Yes

Table 1. Characteristics of surfaces and metric tensors used 
 

Example NN NE ND meanα~  minα~  ND0.7-1.3(%) 
1 (Fig. 11b) 2933 5176 8110 0.94 0.36 96 
2 (Fig. 12b) 3192 6019 9211 0.93 0.41 95 
3 (Fig. 13b) 10708 21274 32075 0.95 0.36 97 
4 (Fig. 14b) 13293 26561 40151 0.96 0.38 97 
5 (Fig. 15b) 13763 27388 42026 0.90 0.37 95 
6 (Fig. 16b) 20796 41402 62630 0.95 0.39 97 

Table 2. Characteristics of final meshes generated 
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Legends for Table 2 

NN = Number of nodes in the mesh 
NE = Number of elements in the mesh 
ND = Number of edges in the mesh 

meanα~  = Geometrical mean ~α  value of all triangles 

minα~  = Minimum ~α  value of all triangles 
ND0.7-1.3(%) = Percentage of edges with length (with respect to the metric tensor) inside the range 

[0.7,1.3] 
 

6. Conclusions and future investigations 
In this paper, the metric advancing front technique has been extended from 2D mesh generation 

to surface mesh generation. The geometrical model used regards the target surface to be meshed 

as a general bi-variate mapping so that the operation complexity of the generation procedure is 

equal to that of a 2D advancing front mesh generation scheme. The element size distribution of 

the mesh is controlled by the metric tensor specification. From the numerical examples given in 

the last section, it is demonstrated that such an approach can generate well-graded meshes with 

element size distributions compatible with the input metric specifications. The mesh generation 

speed is fast enough for practical applications. The convergence rates of the quality and grading 

of the meshes are fast and two to three adaptive meshing iterations are adequate. The surface 

meshes generated can be ready used as the input boundary meshes for 3D anisotropic mesh 

generation [12,25-27]. 

One immediate extension of the present research is to combine the mesh generation scheme with 

the mesh gradation control methods recently suggested by H. Borouchaki et al [28] to control the 

element size variation in a mesh refinement scheme. By using the mesh gradation control 

methods described in reference [28] to modify the metric specification in an a priori manner, 

both the convergence rate of the mesh refinement procedure and the quality of the final adaptive 

mesh generated could be improved. 

Another potential future research area is the generation of complete anisotropic quadrilateral 

meshes over general parametric surfaces. However, the task to generate a highly anisotropic 

quadrilateral mesh on a seriously folded surface will not be a trivial task. As extremely stretched 

elements will be formed in the parametric space, traditional methods that work well in isotropic 

case such as the systemic merging approach [29-31] and the paving technique [14,32] may not be 
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directly applicable in surface mesh generation. Hence, it appears that more research effort is 

required to develop a new method for such situations. 

 
Appendix Evaluation of surface metric tensor at singular point 
During boundary segment and sub-surface mesh generations, it is sometime required to evaluate 

the surface metric tensor at the singular point in the parametric space. One example is the 

interpolation of the metric tensor at a point P inside an element E while the singular point Ps is 

one of the vertexes of E (Fig. A1). In such a case, the interpolation procedure will involve two 

steps: 

(1) Interpolation along the line P1P2 to obtain the metric tensor at point Q. 

(2) Interpolation along the line PsQ to obtain the metric tensor at point P. 

Obviously, in step (2) it is required to evaluate the surface metric tensor at Ps. However, from 

Eqn. 14, the metric tensor at Ps will be undefined even after the secondary mapping. This 

problem can be solved by evaluating the metric tensor at a point Pr which is lying on the line PsQ 

and locates at a small distance εs from Ps. In practice, the value of εs can be conveniently set as 

1×10-8 without impairing the quality and grading of the final mesh generated. 
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Fig. 1. Parametric mapping of support surface 
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Fig. 2. Trimming curves enclosing the problem domain 
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Fig. 3. Mapping of degenerated line 
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Fig. 4. Secondary mapping for degenerated line 
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Fig. 5. Definition of cracked lines in parametric space 
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Fig. 6. Surface branching 
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Fig. 7. Control points for different sub-surfaces 
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Fig. 8. Simple and repeated curves 
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Fig. 9. Determination of parametric coordinates of nodes on C. 
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Fig. 10. Perturbation of node A 
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(a) Initial Mesh 
 
 
 

 
 

(b) Final Mesh 
 

Fig. 11. Example 1 
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(a) Initial Mesh 

 

 
(b) Final Mesh 

 
Fig. 12. Example 2 
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(a) Initial Mesh 

 

 
(b) Final Mesh 

 
Fig. 13. Example 3 
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(a) Initial Mesh 

 
(b) Final Mesh 

 
Fig. 14. Example 4 
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(a) Initial Mesh 

 
(b) Final Mesh 

 
Fig. 15. Example 5 
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(a) Initial Mesh 

 
(b) Final Mesh 

 
Fig. 16. Example 6 
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(a) Convergence of element quality, α~  
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(b) Convergence of edge length 

 
Fig. 17. Convergence history for Example 5 
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Fig. A1. Evaluation of surface metric tensor near singular point 


